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1. Introduction

Traditional paper based document business proce

ss has many weakness. For example, paper based

document can be lost or easily forged and risk

during transferred through many different media,

including mail, fax, and so on. Therefore, we need

electronic document repository system for eliminati

ng weakness of the paper document system. The

secure electronic document repository must implicit

ly trusted by all parties that use the system. The

author of a document must undeniably link to the

document, and any change in the contents of the

document must immediately detectable. In secure

electronic document repository all document are sto

red in a central location, they can never be lost.

Only those who are granted access to a document

can view or modify it. If a participant is only appr

oved to see a document in the repository, they can

not change or modify it. The validity of each docu

ment is guaranteed and instantly verifiable.

Security issues in electronic document repository

system are very important. In this paper, we propo

se a document container for solving security issues

and providing stabilization in electronic document

repository system. Document container contains and

encapsulated source digital document along with

metadata and other data, including security data, re

lated to the source digital document and its usage.

Document container file is meant to be used in the

electronic document repository system to manage,

distribute, provide information about, and permit us

age of source digital documents in a more efficient,

secure, and technology-neutral manner. If a docum

ent container compliant application can understand

the format of the encapsulated source digital docu

ment, then the application itself can open, read,

and edit the digital document. Alternatively, if the

digital document compliant application can not

understand the format, then the application could

launch a third-party application to open digital

document.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses brief function of the secure

electronic document repository system. In section 3

describes file structure for electronic document

repository system. In section 4 we describe the

security issues and mechanism for document contai

ner in the electronic document repository system.

Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2. The WEP of Wireless LAN

Security Protocol

Most of organizations use paper document for

their Business and enterprise work. Also, their cus

tody cost for paper document was increasing

rapidly. When using the electronic document instead

of the paper document, organizations can reduce

document deposit costs. Also, electronic document

can be backup in the safe place by remote mirroring

system.

Electronic document repository system must pro

vide secure repository service, digital notary service,

and delivery service. Basically, secure repository

service store electronic document in a safe way

and offer document creation, management, search,

backup and recovery. Digital notary service provid

es document registration, delivery, and certification.

Delivery service has function about electronic

document distribution, that provides document deliv

ery, encapsulation and certification about send/recei

ve.

2.1. Electronic Document Repository System

Function

Electronic document repository system has must

perform these functions.
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2.1.1. Collecting envelope data

When uploading a document, many pieces of

envelope data will be requested including level of

security, expirations for documents, when to make

a document live, time a document is sent and time

viewed. A comprehensive list of information is

listed and described in the data architecture.

2.1.2. Logging Users' interaction

All errors and actions including viewing docume

nts, creating documents, and downloading documen

ts will be logged in persistent storage. The access

log will capture information about who gains

access to the system and to documents, what they

have gained access to, and where they have gained

access from (i.e. IP address, hostname, etc.).

2.1.3. Delivery Message Service

Each document that is sent specifically to another

party involved in a repository system may require

either an acceptance or rejection from the repository

system to learn of successful transmission to the

recipient. If a response is specified as required, the

repository system must send the response. Once a

document is sent into the repository system, the

sender should automatically receive acknowledgement

from the repository system that the message was

received and stored

2.1.4. Document Watermarking

In order to prevent documents from leaking from

one unreliable source to others who should not

have access to the document, watermarking technol

ogy can be used. This will allow an audit trail to

be created so that the original source who leaked

the information can be identified.

2.1.5. Backup and Restore

Sensitive documents representing valuable, missi

on critical information are being stored in the repo

sitory system, and loss of information could be

very costly. Each batch of transactions should be

mirrored in a backup center in a different physical

location almost immediately.

3. The proposed wireless LAN

security protocol

In this chapter, we outline the design issues abo

ut file structure using in document repository syst

em called document container. Document container

must carry original digitized document and addition

al information for maintenance container's security

features.

Document container is a standardized, unique and

open file structure for encapsulating digital docume

nts. Document container files, whether stored in

document repository or downloaded on client machi

nes, contains proper access control and verification.

Based on the characteristics of digital file formation,

once the digital container reaches the recipients,

the protection is lost. The container can be copied,

viewed and forwarded by unauthorized third-party.

Therefore certain amount of security information

must be attached within digital document container

for protecting itself.

3.1. The proposed wireless LAN security

model

We defined four stages for encapsulating a digit

al document into document container file. The docu

ment manifests itself as a different form in each

four stages.

3.1.1. Source Paper / Digital Document

The first stage is a primitive one. As you hold

this document, the document exists as it is and
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there is no encapsulation information on it. The

formats of source document are very diverse. Docu

ment container will be designed to cater for all

kinds of document formats.

3.1.2. Source Digital Document

Once source paper/digital document have been

uploaded into document repository system, all

documents will be converted as an original file for

mat to be preserved within document repository

system. Source paper document will be digitalized.

Some of documents will be converted into structur

ed documents which are document repository system

compliant file formats to make them independent

from specific proprietary reader/viewer applications,

and in so doing, allows for permanent preservation.

At this stage, the document repository system also

captures some additional information such as

document identifier (id), publisher (the entity who

registered the digital document), and upload date /

time. These kinds of information are related to

source digital document, and they could be bundled

together with the document as an XML document.

3.1.3. Document Container Content

When a document repository system user regist

ers source digital document onto document reposito

ry system, s/he could enter all other additional

information about the document. The document is

now ready to be bundled together with all addition

al information (digital signature, metadata, etc.) in

one unit. We refer to this new file as a document

container content file.

3.1.4. Document Container

Lastly, when a document repository system user

downloads the document, the document repository

system will convert the Flat document container

content file into the document container format. At

this stage, all information must be signed by docu

ment repository system (using its private key) and

encrypted using the recipient's public key. With

this, only the recipient can open the document

container file.

3.2. Metadata Information

Since the encapsulated source digital document

is encapsulated within several layers, each layer

requires having metadata to describe what it is.

Moreover, to enhance users' understanding and fac

ilitate business operation, it is also recommended

that additional metadata such as document properti

es and service scenario data is included in the

document container file.

3.3. File Access Control Information

To control file accesses such as view, copy,

print, and download, we chose two technologies.

One is PKI encryption; the other is role manageme

nt. Role management will help to specify detailed

access control permissions. It will work with matc

hing user's role description and access permissions

information. Document repository system client

application will understand these permissions and

allow a user to access the document container file

only when s/he has been granted the necessary

permissions.

4. Security Issues for Secure

Electronic Document Repository

System

Once a document is constructed in the electronic

document repository system, it will be stored in a

central location, and can never be lost. Only those

users who are granted access to the document can

view it. The documents are embedded in a unified
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format called document container. Document contai

ner must carry certain amount of security informat

ion attached within document for protecting the

digital document itself. Also, electronic document

repository system must manage a log or access

history for each document container. Security infor

mation in document container should help ensure

that the document remains authenticity, maintain

its privacy, verification, accountability, and non-rep

udiation. We define a security requirement for elect

ronic document repository with document container

structure, summarize security technologies, and des

ign and propose a several mechanism for providing

security features for construct more secure electron

ic document repository system.

4.1. Security Requirement

4.1.1. Integrity

Integrity is the property that data holds when it

has not been modified in unauthorized way. For

protecting the integrity of a message m, in transit

on a communication between A and B, once the

message leaves A, nobody can alter it until it reac

hes B [2]. Integrity can be provided by one way

hash code, Message Authentication Codes (MAC)

[14] and Cyclical Redundancy Checking (CRC) [17]

codes. These technologies have their own pros and

cons. Nowadays one way hash and Message Auth

entication Codes are commonly used for integrity.

Based on its definition, one way hash code is very

secure but, costs are little bit higher for making

hash function. Message Authentication Codes are

little bit cheaper than one way hash but, relatively

easier to attack. Therefore, we suggest combined

approach for providing document container integrity.

For example, author defines a level of security, if

it is higher than using one way hash code

otherwise using Message Authentication Codes

[2][4].

In document repository system, integrity means

that the document or document container itself has

to be what it represents itself to be. It means the

data is kept in its original form as it is supposed

to be. Document integrity raises issues such as -

Is the integrity of the document preserved and not

tampered with? For example, document repository

system sends a document container between two

participants, there are integrity issues as to whether

the document in document container or document

container itself sent were actually what they were.

Thus, integrity mechanism makes it possible for

recipients to verify that a received document conta

iner or document has not been modified in transit.

With this, an intruder should not be able to substit

ute a false document for a legitimate one.

4.1.2. Privacy

Privacy is a question about whether the object

is hidden from those without a right to see it. In

other words, ensuring that information is not acces

sed by unauthorized persons. Sometimes, privacy

called confidentiality. But, Privacy is a property of

individuals; confidentiality is a property of data [1].

The content in document container or document

container itself must provides a privacy, that means,

it must be seen only be authorized users. In docu

ment repository system, privacy and confidentiality

are little bit different meaning. During managing

process of document container, some documents

modified or appended in document container. Recipi

ents of that document container can access some

documents in document container, but certain speci

fied documents are not permitted to access for

particular reason. In this case, document repository

system must distinguish confidentiality and privacy.

Privacy can be provided not only by using a

cryptography methods but also access control

mechanism. Both methods can provide privacy

about documents in document container by control

the access right. Document container must contain
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access right information using one of these two

technologies.

4.1.2.1. Confidentiality

Confidentiality is a property of data. It means

that information cannot be access by unauthorized

parties. Confidentiality is also known as secrecy or

privacy; breaches of confidentiality range from the

embarrassing to the disastrous [7]. In document re

pository system with document container, the conte

nt of document container or document cannot be

access by unauthorized recipients. Confidentiality of

document container is provided by encryption. Encr

yption is the process of transforming information

into an incomprehensive form. Encryption is an

effective technique for managing document access

[3].

4.1.2.2. Authenticity

"Authenticity" in recorded information connotes

precise, yet disparate, things in different contexts

and communities. It can mean being original but

also being faithful to an original; it can mean unco

rrupted but also of clear and known provenance,

"corrupt" or not [6]. Document container recipient

confidence the document in document container, the

content in document container or documents itself

are being genuine or not corrupted form the

original one.

Authenticity is provided by digital signature by

verifying a signer's digital identity. Digitally signed

document in document container allows recipients

to verify the identity of the sender and assures

them that the document has not been altered since

it was saved and registered in document repository

system.

4.1.3. Authentication

Authentication is a process of verifying a princi

pal's claimed identity. Authentication is commonly

done through the use of logon passwords. Knowled

ge of the password is assumed to guarantee that

the user is authentic [2]. Simply, authentication is

provided by password. Password based authenticati

on using a secret password. If a machine keeps a

list all the passwords of its users, this password

file becomes a target for an attacker. Encrypting

this password file is not good idea, because every

time users want to logon the system, that file must

decrypt for authentication process. Also, password

is an attacked by dictionary attack, by simply

guessing. There many improvement of password

mechanism are suggested; password salting, oneti

me password, time-stamped password, etc.

In document repository system can provides an

authentication by using simple password, also

document container inheritance the password based

authentication. But, this simple way, did not guara

ntees document container is safe after transmit to

certain recipients. Therefore, document container

must have confidentiality or privacy methods for

protect its' safeness after third party transmission.

4.1.4. Authorization

Authorization is the process of assigning individ

uals the rights or the permission to read, write, or

modify system objects or execute transactions based

on their identity. Usually, authorization is in the

context of authentication. Once a user has been

authenticated, the user may be authorized different

types of accesses or activities [2].

In document repository system, two kinds of

authorization methods are needed. One is for the

document repository system itself. The other one

is for the document container. The former is assig

ning an action in document repository system for

authenticated users. For example, register document

in document repository system. Some users in

document repository system only can transfer a

document in document repository system and
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others can transfer and register document is

permitted for their own purpose of using document

repository system. The latter is concerning about

the document container. Some situation, many

documents exist in one document container. In this

case, document container must carry its' own

specified authorization information for providing

confidentiality of itself.

Authorization is performed by Access Control

List, Access Control Mechanism and Capability

List. Capability List is another representation of

the access control list. Capability is a simple and

efficient [15]. Access Control Mechanism is

categorized as Mandatory Access Control (MAC),

Discretionary Access Control (DAC) and Role-

Based Access Control (RBAC) [15]. In MAC,

Access Control policy is based on the content of

the object. Owner of the object cannot change

access control policy and its implementation is

restricted, as military. In DAC mechanism, the

owner can define access control policy of the

object. Copied object's access control is useless,

new owner can redefine new access control policy.

Finally, in RBAC, no direct mapping exists between

subject and object. Role is a new concept for

role-based access control. User<->Role and Role

<->Permission has a relationship. Role is a

functional responsibility in organization and Permis

sion is a way for the role to access to resources

[18].

Therefore, for the document repository system,

document container authentication must provided

by DAC or RBAC. If document container using

MAC mechanism, document container reaches the

recipients, the protection is lost, and the document

in document container or document container itself

can be forwarded to and viewed by unauthorized

recipients.

4.1.5. Privacy

The user of the document repository system

user can be verified when attempt to using a

document repository system or document container.

Simply, it is provided authentication process using

user-id and password. But, authentication process

is just confirming user-id and password is

registered and correctly entered by remote access

machine. For document repository system support

legal rights and certified authorities function,

document repository system must check every

user's action with its verification information. In

document repository system, user can just upload

a document. At that time, simple authentication

process is enough for verify user's action. But,

later users want to register their document for

making a new document container or update an

existing document container, document repository

system must confirm their action by using more

strict verification methods.

4.1.6. Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation means that it can be verified

that the sender and the recipient were, in fact, the

parties who claimed to send or receive the

message. Or other electronic transactions, all parties

to a transaction must be confident that the transac

tion is secure; that the parties are who they say

they are (authentication), and that the transaction

is verified as final. Systems must ensure that a

party cannot subsequently repudiate (reject) a

transaction [8].

Document container's document must prevent

the signer of the document from denying that they

signed the document. Non-repudiation is driven by

authentication, time stamping and digital signature.

To protect and ensure digital trust, the parties to

such systems may employ Digital Signatures,

which will not only validate the sender, but will

also 'time stamp' the transaction, so it cannot be

claimed subsequently that the transaction was not
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authorized or not valid etc.

4.1.7. Auditability

Auditability is a security service that records

information needed to establish accountability for

system events and for the actions of system entiti

es that cause them. It is keeping a record or log

of system activities that may need to be consulted

if a violation of security is suspected but not

detected at the time of the violation. Audit trail is

the chronological set of records that provides evide

nce of system activity. These records can be used

to reconstruct, review, and examine transactions

from inception to output of final results. The recor

ds can also be used to track system usage and

detect and identify intruders [9].

Both document repository system and document

container must have its' own log record structure.

For document repository system, must record an

every user actions in the system, and document

container records every document container access

information likes user, action type, start time, end

time, etc. If document repository system or docume

nt container detects a security problem, these log

record can help to find a cause and provides a

countermeasure.

4.2. Security Technologies

4.2.1. Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), is a

block cipher adopted as an encryption standard by

the US government. It is expected to be used

worldwide and analyzed extensively, as was the

case with its predecessor, the Data Encryption

Standard (DES). It was adopted by National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as

US FIPS PUB 197 in November 2001 after a

5-year standardization process [10].

4.2.2. Data Encryption Standard (DES)

The Data Encryption Standard (DES) specifies a

FIPS approved cryptographic algorithm as required

by FIPS 140-1. This publication provides a comple

te description of a mathematical algorithm for

encrypting (enciphering) and decrypting (decipherin

g) binary coded information. Encrypting data

converts it to an unintelligible form called cipher.

Decrypting cipher converts the data back to its

original form called plaintext. The algorithm descri

bed in this standard specifies both enciphering and

deciphering operations which are based on a

binary number called a key [11].

4.2.3. One way Hash Code

An algorithm that turns messages or texts into

a fixed string of digits, usually for security or

data management purposes. The "one way" means

that it is nearly impossible to derive the original

text from the string. A one-way hash function is

used to create digital signatures, which in turn

identify and authenticate the sender and message

of a digitally distributed message [12].

4.2.4. Digital Signature

A digital code that can be attached to an electro

nically transmitted message that uniquely identifies

the sender. Like a written signature, the purpose

of a digital signature is to guarantee that the

individual sending the message really is who he or

she claims to be. Digital signatures are especially

important for electronic commerce and are a key

component of most authentication schemes. To be

effective, digital signatures must be unforgeable.

There are a number of different encryption

techniques to guarantee this level of security [13].

4.2.5. Message Authentication Codes Codes

(MAC) [14]
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A message authentication code (MAC) is an

authentication tag (also called a checksum) derived

by applying an authentication scheme, together

with a secret key, to a message. Unlike digital

signatures, MACs are computed and verified with

the same key, so that they can only be verified by

the intended recipient. There are four types of

MACs: (1) unconditionally secure, (2) hash function

-based, (3) stream cipher-based, and (4) block

cipher-based.

4.2.6. Cryptography Methods

4.2.6.1. Symmetric Key Encryption

Symmetric Key encryption algorithms, both

parties share the same key for encryption and

decryption. To provide privacy, this key needs to

be kept secret. Once somebody else gets to know

the key, it is not safe any more. Symmetric

algorithms have the advantage of not consuming

too much computing power [9].

4.2.6.2. Asymmetric Key Encryption

Asymmetric key encryption algorithms use pairs

of keys. One is used for encryption and the other

for decryption. The decryption key is typically kept

secretly, therefore called ``private key'' or ``secret

key'', while the encryption key is spread to all

who might want to send encrypted messages,

therefore called ``public key''. Everybody having

the public key is able to send encrypted messages

to the owner of the secret key. The secret key

can not be reconstructed from the public key [9].

4.2.7. Time-stamp

A digital time-stamp gives one an unequivocal

proof that the contents of his/her work existed at

a point-in-time and that the contents have not

changed since that time. Any file on your

computer can be time stamped, regardless of its

content [16].

4.3. Recommend Security Technology for

Document Container

The following Table 1 summarizes the technolog

ies for security implementation for document contai

ner.

Requirement Technologies

Integrity
One-Way Hash Codes,
Message Authentication 

Codes

Privacy
Confidentiality

Cryptography
(Symmetric Algorithm, 

Asymmetric   
Algorithm)

Authenticity Digital Signature

Authentication
X.509,

PKI based Digital   
Certificates

Authorization Role-Based Access 
Control

Verification PKI based Digital   
Certificates

Non-Repudiation Authentication,
Digital Signature

Auditability Log   Records

[Table1]. Technologies summary for document

container

4.3. Implementing Security Issues for Secure

Electronic Document Repository

Document repository system must provide and

authentication mechanism for verifying each and

every user. Also it must record every user's action

in the repository system. This log file record not

only a user's action in document repository

system, but also document container action in

repository system.

These are the essential function regarding the

security in document repository system.

■ Mechanism for user authentication.

■ Manage a log file according to every single

action of repository users.
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■ Manage a user's certificates.

■ Store every user's public key.

Above mentioned function is a basic and

essential part of the document repository system

for their further security mechanism.

4.3.1. Authentication

Document repository system must have a

certificate authority system. The certificate

authority system generates and distributes a

certificate for document repository system users.

Undoubtedly, document repository system can use

thirty-party official certificate authority. Both

cases, document repository system user's public

key is stored and referenced in the documents

repository system for providing authentication

procedures.

4.3.2. Time-stamp

Time-stamp was generated inside the documents

repository system. Time-stamp is a basic compone

nt for providing non-reputation, Digital Signature,

recorded log, and life time of the document

container. Suggested Time-Stamp's component is

like this.

■ Actual document repository system time.

■ Time-stamp Encryption key.

- Randomly generated encryption key

- Provided secret key of Time-Stamp requestor

■ Time-stamp requestor information.

■ Life time of Time-Stamp.

4.3.3. Privacy and Confidentiality

The main purpose of the document container is

a containing a digital document and the document

in the container has author information with proper

privacy. Also, document container is a unit of

transmitting between document repository system

and its users. Created and transferred document

container must provides a these kinds of features

for its security.

■ Containing a digital signature for document ma

nagement. Integrity, authenticity, and

non-repudiation are provided by digital signature.

■ Documents encryption by Asymmetric key mec

hanism or symmetric key mechanism

■ Carrying author's certificates..

■ Maintain log information.

4.3.4. Digital Signature

Digital signature provides a these kinds of featu

res for distributed document container.

■ Content of the document container has not been

altered (integrity)

■ Document in document container is coming from

the document repository system with information

about the actual register organization or the

person information in document repository

system (authenticity)

■ Individual or the organization who has signed

that document in document container cannot

deny the signature (non-repudiation)

4.3.4.1. Integrity

Digital Signature in document container enables

recipients of the document container to verify the

integrity of a document in document container that

is used for their business using by document

repository system. Document repository system

must provide kinds of methods for maintaining

integrity.

■ Parity bits (Cyclic redundancy checking). When

new document added in document container,

document repository system must generate
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Parity bits or CRC codes for verity that docum

ent. And add it into the document container.

These codes can be used after every document

container transformation. The recipients of the

document container, check these codes, if these

codes is nor proper to verify the document cont

ainer, received document and the content docu

ment is altered by someone or problem during

transformation. At this case, that transferred

document container is invalid, retransmission or

error report was submitted in document reposit

ory system.

■ One-way hash function. Document container

must carry hashed codes for every document in

that document container. With a hashed code is

attached in document container, a recipient can

determine if the document was altered by

re-generating the hash codes and comparing

result of that and attached hashed codes. If

these two hashed codes is not same value, the

document in document container is altered or

has some problem.

■ Message Authentication Codes (MAC). A

Message Authentication Codes prevents an

attacker form obtaining the original document

in document container, modifying document,

and attaching a new hashed codes. MAC in

document container is generated with document

author's symmetric key. Without this symmetric

key, an attacker cannot forge that document.

MAC can be used as two ways. First is for

the document in document container, and last is

for document container itself. In First, user of

a repository system, who wants to register any

document in any document container, must

generate MAC for that document and report it

to the document repository system. Then,

document repository system attaches reported

MAC in that document container. Any recipients

of document container check MAC for document

in document container is forged or not. Second

is generated by document repository system.

When the document repository system get a

request of transmission of the document contain

er by any user, document repository system

generates a new MAC for that document contai

ner and attach it into the document container.

The recipient of the document container checks

MAC for document container itself. If this MAC

is proper, transmitted document container is not

forged during transmission.

4.3.5. Authenticity and Non-reputation

Digital signature provides document authenticity

by verifying a document signer's digital identity.

In this case, asymmetric key cryptography is used

for generating digital signature of a document in

document container. For encrypt the document in

document container, document's author encrypt that

document using counterpart company or person's

public key in document repository system and

register it into the proper document container. The

recipient of the document container is the only org

anization or person with the private key. Recipient

is the only one who can decrypt the document in

document container.

If the authors of the document in document cont

ainer encrypt it with his/her private key, registered

public key in document repository system can

correctly decrypt it. Document repository system

has a public key of all users, the recipient request

a public key to the document repository system

and decrypts it properly. In this case, the recipient

can gain assurances by checking the document is

correctly decrypted or not. If the document is

properly decrypted by author's public key in

document repository system, that mean's document

is generated by author who has his/her identity

with proper private key. Also, this digital signature

can be used for preventing the signer of the
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document from denying that they signed the

document in document container. Therefore, this

digital signature can provide non-repudiation.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have presented electronic

document repository system's functionality, docume

nt container file architecture and security mechanism

for secure electronic document repository system.

Proposed document container is a standardized,

unique and open file structure for encapsulating

digital documents used in electronic document

repository system. Document container contains

and encapsulated source digital document along

with metadata and other data, including security

data, related to the source digital document and its

usage. Security information in digital container

should help ensure that the document remains

authenticity, maintain its privacy, verification, acco

untability and non-repudiation. And we design and

propose a several mechanism for providing security

features for proposed document container files.

These mechanisms are helpful use case scenarios

for making more secure electronic document

repository system.

We do not claim to provide a complete secure

document repository system, but suggested docume

nt container file structure and security mechanism

will be the promising first step. Electronic document

repository systems will permanently, it is required

to implement many security measures such as

anti-virus software, IDS (Intrusion Detection Syste

m), and disaster recovery infrastructure and proced

ures. These security issues are not mentioned in

this paper. Also, digital signature and encryption

technologies continue to involve and there are no

guarantee that current technology will remain

secure forever. Therefore, we recommend that

document container should not be limited to just

one or a few security technologies, but it has to

have capability to select state-of-art security

algorithm and technologies.
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